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Editorial
by Haneen Saleem

My Home Infestation is Driving Me Crazy
Your eyes are closed and your room
is dark, but the moonlight seems to find
a way to poke through and illuminate
part of the room. You feel uneasy, a
shiver crawling up your back, tickling
the base of your neck. Your eyes open
in a cold sweat, scanning the room for
dangers and inconsistencies. A speck
moves in the corner of your eye. Your
head turns sharp, it hurts, but not as
much as the pain this fear causes you.
You search for the speck and think
you might’ve seen it crawl away into
the darkness. Panic. You freeze, vision
hindered due to both the dark and your
poor eyesight. Without moving your
gaze, your hands search frantically for
your glasses as your heart’s pace begins
to quicken. As you find and wear your
lenses, the world in front of you is
clear but dim. The thought of leaving
the safety of your bed haunts you.
To abandon the safety of these warm
sheets and plunge into cold unmarked
territories. To pitter patter your pretty
feet against those floors, barefoot. The
possibility of stepping on… no, another
math must do. The road less taken is the
road you trust most. As you jump to the
foot of your bed and lean against your
desk, you reach for the light switch.
You neary slip and fall, but successfully
bring light to the world and take in your

Hello friends, foes, and all of
your toes. As you all must already
know, whether it be from personal
experience or hearing me go on about
my student-home struggles, there
are bugs fucking everywhere. The
lovely and beautifully diverse kingston
weather and ecosystems serve for
gorgeous memories but also the fucking
nastiest god damn insects I’ve ever
fucking experienced. They crawl out
from every single nook, cranny, and
crevice only to stare at you from
across the ceiling waiting still… silent.
Taunting. Menacing. Cold-blooded and
a heart of coal they watch your every
move through the cracks in the crown
molding. They know your every move.
The mayflies watch your walks and
gather to swarm you, ruining your day
and gathering in the corners of your
teeth to keep your skin crawling. The
centipedes, each one about the size of
my hand, sitting and staring at me from
behind the basement door, daring me to
step foot in and see what it has in store
for me. Its legs tremble and tingle in
excitement of the horror it causes you.
It feeds off your fear, your insanity. The
unrest you feel in your heart fuels every
single spider and potato bug, pumping
with excitement almost exploding from
their exoskeleton.

surroundings. You eye the ceiling, same
spot as before, and scan for enemies of
any kind. A small black spot catches
your eye and you squint to magnify its
size, but it is only a spot, and you were
worried for nothing. Your heart rate
settles and your muscles relax. As you
cozy up back into your bed and snuggle
up into the sheets, you gaze out the
window, grateful that tonight its just
you and the moon. Right before your
eyes shut you see movement from the
window frame. As you open your eyes
slowly, the image begins to form of the
8 inch centipede on the wall right next
to you. As the tears begin streaming
down your face, you hear a scratching
growing louder from the opposite wall.
The scratching turns into gnawing and
munching as the rats make themselves
known. The world is evil.
This editorial is dedicated to our
maintenance guy who’s setting rat traps
for us today thanks rob!

Bowl Cut - Hip, Cool, The New Me

Many have made the mistake of
hearing their housemate or floormate
say: “Hey, anyone want to rip a bowl in
the bathroom with me?” and jumping
at the opportunity thinking there wasn’t
much at stake, and many have fallen for
this prank. The prank usually goes that
while they’re nodding off from the sick
boogie they just boofed to Saskatchewan
and back, a real bowl is placed on their
head to perfect their new hairstyle.
When the housemate returns from their

marijuana induced coma, (Cannabis not even once), they are either shocked
with joy or distress that they now look
like the drawing of a small child come
to life. This prank not only depicts the
dangers of using dangerous drugs such
as cannabis outside of their medical
specifications, but also shows that
junkies who do drugs get fucked. They
deserve it, fucking junky ass weed
smokers. Disgusting. I hope they enjoy
their bowlhead.
Thankfully, I was not a victim of
a narcotic induced prank, but merely
persuaded into it with the light loosener
of a beverage and a friend who was very
confident in his ability to cut a good
bowl. And cut a good bowl he did. See
my picture this week. The beauty of
the length on the sides, sized perfectly
with expert bowl picking. We used the
weak plastic green bowl we have, after
much deliberation about size, aesthetics
and length, and to no one’s surprise,
it looked perfect as fuck. Everything
about it screams perfection. From the
completely shaved back because they
kept fucking up the trimming, to the
slightly shorter bangs to maintain my
capacity for vision, the haircut was
perfect, and I could be no happier.
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Editorial
by Jacob Bellini
As anyone who has ever gotten a
haircut before knows, there are millions
to choose from, and the options can be
daunting. In these trying times when
someone in your house impulsively
decides to give you a haircut at 11pm
after you expressed desire for a
trimming, you simply have no other
option than a home haircut. Now,
you are in the washroom and need to
choose a style. So many to choose from
- zoomer broccoli cut, shaved head,
reverse fohawk, a classic shag. All of
these require a ridiculous amount of
skill to accomplish. But if we look back
in to our roots, to the late 2000s, we can
see what our glorious ancestors would
have done. Something that requires
little equipment - some scissors, and a
cooking aid. That’s right, the bowl cut.
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A fun fact about catholic monks
is that they got those goofy, yee-yee
ass haircuts for a reason. I am not even
being mean or insulting them. The
point of them is to look fugly as all hell
to discourage vanity and essentially to
ensure they get zero bitches on they
dick. In that regard, I am in absolute
monk mode, about to hang out with my
homies in some Italian monastery, shoot
the shit about those pesky reformists
and treacherous orthodox, who seek
to turn the gaze of the believers away
from the one and only Pope. The
modern bowl cut is almost identical
to the monks’, except the bald patch at
the back present in the monks, which
is admittedly pretty fire. Soon enough
though, maybe in a couple years, I’ll be
balding enough to naturally pull off The
Monk in its full glory.
So if you get pranked with the bowl
cut, don’t fret, just remember to cast
away your earthly desires and spend
your life devoted to memorizing and
analyzing scripts and books, like the
film student you were always meant
to be.

The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily
those of the advertisers or Queen’s Engineering
Society or of its members. Unless otherwise stated,
all submitted material is the property of Golden Words
and is reviewed by the editors in accordance with
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of the Golden Words Editorial Review Board will be
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informal complaint. Golden Words is not intended for
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Cannabis - Hardest Gateway Drug On The
Streets Right Now - What You Need To Know
As Parent or Concerned Adult
Imagine you are sitting on your porch, responsibly drinking your third
glass of wine, purely for the antioxidant and health benefits, you smell
something that makes your warm body chill to the bone. Is it a skunk?
No, there haven’t been skunks here since the great skunk masacre of ‘83;
it’s something more sinister. Marijuana. In your neighborhood. It can be a
shock, but the prevalence of this narcotic is increasing rapidly through innocent suburbs just like yours.
Marijuana is dangerous. People get delusional and often, days later,
they’ll have already moved on to heroin without knowing. It doesn’t matter
why people (if you can even call them that) do it, it is your job to stop their
Consumption, Undo their habits, and Manage their recovery, or C.U.M..
Sadly if these steps don’t work, often the only thing that can save them now
is the cold handcuff or bullet of the law.
Scenario Continuation: You’re outside having a walk, responsibly
smoking your cigarette (for your stress levels), and you’re outside your
junky neighbor’s house. You decide to draw one more puff before tossing
the butt into the garden and knocking on the door. The stoned pothead
can barely make it to the door, likely because of the debilitating dangers
of marijuana, and needs help from a cane. Even eighty year olds can get
addicted… disgusting. He has marijuana smoke intubated into his nostrils.
You’re so enraged you scream at his junky ass about how he’s going to turn
this neighborhood into a crack den with his weed smoking activities. He
can barely talk and mutters something about “chronic pain” and “medical
prescriptions.” Junkies will say whatever they have to say to get their fix.
You throw a rock at his weed-bong, shattering it, and run off.
Now, that was a good practical intervention, that any god-fearing country-loving Canadian would do, but we have to talk about how to do more,
as obviously, with a pothead running the country right now, we have to
do more. Let’s go back to the case of Old Man J(unky)enkins, and see what
more we can do.
Remember the acronym C.U.M. Okay, so we have to do some covert
operations in the name of helping this weak, poor man. Stop the Consumption by destroying his means of boofing, anything you can find you can boof
out of, such as apples, bongs, respirators, you name it. Next, you need to
Undo his habits by replacing them with healthy habits. Follow him around
the day, and when he starts tweaking, give him something healthy, like a
shot of vodka or a ciggy, to reward his sobriety. Lastly, you must manage
their recovery. It may seem like they’re in pain without it, but that’s just
the hooch talking, and you have to learn how to train them to not enjoy it
anymore. Give him a smell of weed, then promptly shock him with a car
battery. Repeat until he reaches a full recovery.
Sadly, things don’t often work as cleanly or as happily in the story
above, and there will be roadblocks where you may have to get your junky
some prison time. Simply buy an oz and plant it on him, say he’s distributing and even threatened you with violence, and hopefully they’ll haul
this pothead ass out of your neighborhood into jail, where he belongs. See,
things can have a happy ending, and there is always benefit from trying.

-The Platypus Controlling You

K

THE HOUSING
OPPORTUINITY

ingston Shitlords Incorporated is proud to announce the
opening of several lots to house those with any needs, with

premium lots available that guarantee at most a <7% cockroach
mass and a guaranteed service time of less than two weeks should
vital systems fail

Don’t wait, as this is the best offer in the city; Give $2000 down payment to Jeff at
Uni/Johnson for your spot. Make sure you are not followed
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What Office Hours Are Really For
I’ve been having synchronous lectures for a while now, and I’ve started
to notice a few things…Well really just one thing. If the professor’s goal
with having synchronous lectures is to recreate something close to in-person learning, why are you letting people ask questions during a lecture? I
don’t want to be there any longer than I’m supposed to. My tuition is paying for your salary and your research (which I probably won’t give a second thought to), so I’m really only paying to listen to YOU during a lecture.
No one else! “But what about the input from your peers?” What makes you
think I give a shit about what some thirsty ass kissing fucks have to say
DURING a lecture? Let’s be real here, the ones who want to ask questions
during a lecture are typically the ones ass kissing comes second nature to.
Am I really that far off? Okay let’s get one thing out of the way though,
there’s a time and place to be a kiss ass, and it’s called office hours….duh.
Why would you waste your time and energy during a lecture when you
can have the professor all to yourself for maybe an hour or 2 with no interruptions? Work smarter, not harder duh. If you seriously think that asking
questions during a lecture is the best way to kiss the professor’s ass, you’re
wrong because then you’re straight up just trying to eat their ass. At this
point, you’re probably wondering… “Mmmmm it sounds like you know
the ins and outs of being a kiss ass pretty well…What if you’re a kiss ass?”
If I was such a kiss ass, would I really be exposing myself and the many
dumbass tactics that kiss asses use? You can be smart at picking out who’s
a kiss ass, but not while being one…Come on now.

-AI Bot

Chapter 47: Sonic Escapes Tyme Preson
Chapter 47: Sonic Escapes Tyme Preson
After defeeting Evil Goku in a battle, Bugs Bunny teleports back to planet Earth, to the city of Afton in Iowa. He was badly hurt from the fight. Lola
Bunny runs over to talc to him. ‘Bugs are you okay? You looks pretty beat
up?’ Bugs Buny says ‘ yeah, but I didn’t even use 40% of my power, heh.
You shoulda see the other guy. Any word on the deal with Shadow breaking
Sonic out of time Prison?’ ‘No, not yet.’
In time prison, Sonic was beating up the guards after being let out off
his cell from Shadow. Sonic spindashes into enemies and jumps up away
from them. He meets Shadow and they stand back to back with one another,
watching as theh guuards flood into the room. Shadow says ‘heh, this is
getting to be pretty fun.’ Sonic grins ‘I’ll take all the guards on the left, you
take the ones on the right? Ready, and Break!’ The two of them wind up
their spinballs and homing attak on all the guards one by one. Just then,
the biggest guard yet comes into the room. Sonic and Shadow both try to
spin attack him but they are deflekted. ‘This guys’ tugh!’ Yells Sonic. ‘YEah,
it’s gonna take a lot to take him down, luckily, I brought these!’ Shadow
takes out the chaos emeralds from his pockets. ‘Whoa, are those the Cahos
Emeralsd?!?” yells sonic. Sonic and Shadow become Super Sonic and Super
Shadow, and together they slam into the heavy, obliterading him into little
pieces. “Now, Lets get outta of here Shadow! Okay, sounds good Sonic, let’s
fly through the warp gate before it closes!” As Shadow and Sonic are flygin,
the guards keep shooting at them, but the Sonic And Shadow doge all of the
bullets. They fly through the gate into Afton Iowa where they see Bugs and
Lola Bunnies. ‘Hey there’s Bugs!’ Yells Sonic. “Let’s go see if hes alright after
his fight with Evil goku.
The four of them get together. “Why don’t we go somewhere a little more safe and comfortable? ‘ says Lola Bunny. The four of them go to
Super_X_ShadowPArasite’s house and into my room in the basement. Just
then, a warp gate opens up. “What the hell?” Yells Shadow. Just then, Mickey Mouse walks in through the portal. “Are you Mickey Mouse from Disney?” exclaims Sonic. “Yes, I am Mickey Mouse, and if you want to survive
the Apocalypse War, your going to have to come with me… to the shadow
realm!’
This concludes the Time prison Arc, stay tuned next week for the start
of Apocalpse War Arc!

-Ratboy
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The Hotel Transilvania Universe Needs To
Stop (#cancelled) (#JusticeForBongMavis)
The Hotel Transylvania universe has been growing like mold spores
ever since the release of the first movie. The series consists of (in order):
1. Hotel Transylvania (2012)
2. Goodnight Mr.Foot (Short film: 2012)
3. Hotel Transylvania 2 (2015)
4. Puppy! (Short Film: 2017)
5. Hotel Transylvania (The Series: 2017-2020)
6. Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation (2018)
7. Monster Pets (Short Film: 2021)
8. Hotel Transylvania: Transformania (2022)
Now this absolute fucking hell of a franchise just absolutely fucking
boggles my mind. I have never watched past the first movie, I’ll be honest,
and the last time I watched it was probably back when it came out in 2012.
I don’t understand the hype. Maybe I’m just a hater, you say, maybe I’m
just bitter. Well first of all, fuck you. I 100% have a personal bias due to the
casting of Mavis in this franchise so maybe I am bitter but you know what,
fuck you.
For those of you who are not aware, the role of Mavis Dracula in
the Hotel Transylvania Cinematic Universe was meant to be played by our
beloved Miley Cyrus. You see, this was all pre-wrecking ball Bangerz era so
she was still Queen Disney and all that and everyone LOVED her! She was
all set and ready to be Transylvania’s finest until a video of her HITTING
A BONG was leaked to the world! It was however literally confirmed she
was smoking salvia and also I’ve seen the video she did NOT do that right
what-so-ever (not speaking from experience or anything) also I feel like
they weren’t even using a bong bong it was like a bong you make when
you don’t have a bong but you wanna use the bong. This brunette hillbilly
OOooOoo yeaAAaaaHHHhHhh ass bitch literally has never seen her way
around a single leaf of cannabis in her life and its very much evident but
the hippie-hating Jacob Bellinis (see editorial) of the world just want to ruin
it for everyone. Could you imagine #BongMavis?!?! Humanoid man walks
in and she’s a rebel stoner girl (who’s never smoked before but has like that
weird obsession with weed) and her dad’s like noOoOoO you cAnT like it
makes SO much more sense for her to defy her dad and get with this guy
and they go off and smoke their hash out back while her dad is mid party
organizing. Why the fuck would Who-Says-You’re-Not-Perfect ass WOWP
ass bitch defy her lovely loving daddy that took over after mommy died.
I live for the Vampire x Stoner girl aesthetic. Imagine turning into a
bat with your little spliffies behind your bat ear to go smoke on a mountain
while having a chat with your friend the moon. Now imagine your fucking
Miley Hoedown Throwdown Cyrus?!?! Epic. Hotel Transylvania missed
out on so much by being anti-boofers, will you too?
Obv don’t like romanticizing drugs or whatever but also imagine if
steve carell played dracula still but he was ALSO high !?!? Crazy.

-Violently High

Sixty GAZZILION truckers STORM Canada’s
Roads in Protest of TYRANNY
To protest the tyranny of the evil dictator Justin Trudeau’s new law restricting border access to unvaccinated truckers, quadrillions of patriotic truckers fight
for their rights by driving to Ottawa and making a general fuss. Every single one
of these heroes are in trucks, whether they’re their actual shipping trucks, or their
metaphorically supportive pickup trucks, as both have truck in the name thus allowing it to still be called a trucker convoy.
It is outrageous that both Canada and the USA will not allow unvaccinated
truckers across the border, and these brave warriors, honking their horns in the big
city, peeving off the stuck up city slickers will soon succeed in their goals to break
Canada’s travel restrictions. Surely, once Canada’s restrictions are gone, they can
cross to the USA! Joe Biden will see that the weak, french, city slicking Trudeau
has BOWED to the prowess of the trucker and trucker enthusiast community, he
will HAVE to let these billions of brave Canadians across the border and stand in
solidarity with Trudeau’s decision. I mean if he didn’t, then all this work, and their
soon to be success, would mean nothing at all, nothing. It would mean nothing.

-Legally Strawberry Blonde
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#JusticeForNosePickers
As Nose-Pickers across Campus are being shunned by their housemates left
right and center, the Queen’s community ponders if this is a movement we should
or should not be supporting.
The #JusticeForNosePickers group has been growing in numbers and popularity these last few weeks as the problem escalates. Students have spoken out about
being shamed into hiding their habits and thus preventing them from fully expressing themselves, however their housemates have also shared the dangers of their
ways and the possible consequences.
A forum online was created for housemates in the YGK to anonymously open
up about their experiences with Nose-Pickers. The responses have shocked parents
at home and lead to a Nation-wide response. “My friend was picking her nose so
much, she started to have a nosebleed problem. When she finally went to the doctor
they told her she had picked her nose raw and damaged the veins in the process.”
Commented one concerned friend. Another noted they’d been finding “both wet
and crusty boogers stuck on the sides of [their] household’s surfaces,” and they began to realize she ‘just wipes it off wherever instead of throwing it out in a tissue.”
One housemate even saw another “eat a booger after collecting it all and rolling it
up into a ball.”
The health and hygiene concerns have opened eyes and ears all over Canada.
Some have been wondering if Nose-Picking could increase the spread of C0V1D-19,
encouraging the Prime Minister to comment on the situation. Trudeau responded
in a formal statement stating that “the CDC has stated that of course the transfer of
germs from one’s fingers to their mouth and nose could spread infection, and we
always encourage people to wash their hands before touching their face, however,
the act itself probably has no effect on the spread as long as you’re being safe.” Folks
were stunned by the response, some wondering if trudeau himself was a NosePicker.
Golden Words reached out to the Nose-Pickers through an anonymous forum
to hear their comment. Some felt the Trudeau statement may have had some truth
and support for the movement and further educating the group on how to safely
and more hygienically pick their noses. Others felt the “nasty libs didn’t know shit.”
Tensions rise and stay high as we try to work this out within our community
and on a nation-wide scale. Stay tuned for live updates on the situation.

-Concerned Townie

Signs that YOU may be
Silly and Quirkyy
Silly Tier:
• fever
• cough
• tiredness
• loss of taste or smell
Quirky Group:
• sore throat
• headache
• aches and pains
• diarrhoea
• a rash on skin, or discolouration of
fingers or toes
• red or irritated eyes
EXTRA QUIRKY AND SILLY:
• difficulty breathing or shortness of
breath
• loss of speech or mobility, or confusion
• chest pain
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<THIS
UGLY
SON OF
A BITCH

CAST AWAY
WORLDLY
WANTS THUS

IS FUCKING ZERO
BITCHES DUE TO HIS

IMMENSE PIETY

and basically,

you are fucking
hedonistic
How to Manifest (the end of this pandemic)
1. Sit in a relaxed position in a quiet or peaceful space (or at the testing
center as a grounding technique while you wait to get your test)
2. Breathe in and out, focusing on your breath and where you feel it in
your body (if you have the plague do this carefully, don’t strain your
lungs.)

Examity Protors are fucked up
In my almost two years of online school I have had many online assessments, all proctored by our beloved friends over at examity, every one as
sick and twisted as the next. Today I am here to expose the actions of our
proctors and bring light to their evil ways.
In my second year of school (Pandemic year 1) I had brieﬂy lost my drivers
license. I knew it was in the house and I knew I’d ﬁnd it when I eventually
cleaned my depression room, but I had a test at 8 a.m that I had woken up
for at 7:50, and I had no time to look. Luckily, our prof allowed us to use
our Student ID cards as valid ID, so I grabbed mine real quick and made my
merry way to my desk to take this test. I connected with the proctor and everything was ﬁne and dandy. We got through all the veriﬁcation processes
ﬁne, but when I held up my I.D the proctor was shocked, taken aback, appalled even. “That’s not a valid form of Government I.D,” he said smugly.
I explained how I had lost my drivers license that week but he was having
none of it. “If you can’t show me a valid form of I.D you can’t take the test.”
This is when the panic set in. I tried to explain the Student I.D card was ﬁne
to use but he refused to believe me. It wasn’t till I ﬁnally found where it said
on the exam page that I could use it that he ﬁnally let me move on but made
sure to shame me for my ways and remind me to have valid ID next time.
Sick.
Another exam I had involved a proctor not allowing me to have any drinks
on my table, though the rules said I was allowed to have drinks (in fact, the
prof encouraged us to have a glass of wine with this one). I had a glass of
water (clear glass) and a mug of tea (it was a plain black mug there were no
answers on it) and I was allowed to have NEITHER for this 3 hour organic
chemistry exam. Absolutely horrendous behavior. Terribly rude.
The last story is one from the 2021 fall deferred exam period. A prof for one
of my exams in this period had made me delete EVERY SINGLE EXTENSION from my browser INCLUDING LIKE GOOGLE DOCS AND SHIT?!?!?
When the exam rules said I only needed to remove Grammarly!?!? eXCUSE
ME!?!?! I even tried to argue my case and he argued back!?!?! I had to redownload all of them after. I still don’t know how to get like half of them.
Terrible.
Anyway, Examity proctors are canceled.

-I’m literally about to get a request to withdraw

3. Think about your intentions (why do you want this pandemic to end?
Why are you manifesting its end?)
4. Think about what you want to manifest. Imagine the goal and think it
into existence (I want the pandemic to be over. I wan’t C**** to die)
5. Talk your manifestation into the world as if you’ve already achieved the
goal (I love not being in a pandemic anymore. I love not having C*v!d.
Its so much fun going to the movies. I love that I don’t have mask acne
anymore!)
6. Write your manifestations out on paper (any paper and pen from your
home oﬃce will work, no need for it to be too special.)
7. Close your eyes and visualize your goal taking form (picture the pﬁzer
vaccine beating up the virus. Imagine a bar where no one has masks on)
8. Cry for a bit.

-Cautiously Optimistic

KINGSTON’S ANNUAL
MAINTAINENCE
WORKERS
COMPETITION
CATEGORIES:
• HAIRIEST
• STINKIEST
• SLOWEST MOVING

NOMINATE YOUR’S TODAY!
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How To Stop Booﬁng: A guide to ending
Marijuana Addiction; Psychiatrist and doctor
approved methods

Tell your doctor <3 let your healthcare practitioner know of your current state
so they can let you know it is indeed the root of all evil and every problem you
have will be solved by quitting ASAP.
2. Google coping mechanisms after the appointment since your doctor gave you
none
3. Try to quit for months until ﬁnally reaching out to a psychiatrist, who tells you
you can keep smoking <3 internalize only these words and not the details of
“try cutting down on THC in your ﬂower” and “smoke after activities instead
of before.”
4. Remember not to resort to drinking to help cope with quitting. Replacing one
substance with another doesn’t help but only hurts you more. You will get
through this
5. Take up vaping to get through Sunday Pressnite even though you’ve condemned it all your life
6. Replace your daily Wake&Bake’s with freezing cold showers, now you’re miserable but at least you’re not booﬁng.
7. Go through the cycle of smoking all your weed because you promise you’re
not going to buy anymore after this and then buy more because you didn’t “really get to enjoy that last bowl” but you’re “only buying 7g so It’ll be ﬁne,” and
you’ll “make it last through the week.” Then tell yourself you’ll only smoke before bed to help you sleep. Proceed to get too high to remember these promises
you made and ﬁnish all your weed that night, promising yet again that you’re
not going to buy any more after this.
8. Keep a nug by your bed to sniﬀ whenever you crave a spliﬀ.
9. Smash your bong #R.I.P.Monty
10. Allow the lord and savior Jesus christ into your heart and abandon the sin of
devils lettuce that plagued your life.

-LordLover <3

in person classes
feel something

supposedly returns
february 28 at 8am

